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Unlike Dragon Quest Monsters: Terry no
Wonderland 3D you'll get into battles fairly
easily, though this isn't necessarily a bad

thing. It's all well and good having the ability
to enter rooms filled with giants and the like,
but not being required to fight them is a bit of

a letdown. Wonderland 3D is a bright and
colorful 3D adventure that takes place

between the fifth and sixth installments of the
Dragon Quest series. Our main character is
our intrepid hero, Terry, as we tour through

the seven gate-like areas of Wonderland. Each
is filled with interesting character animations
and is populated with a number of monsters
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that we'll have to recruit to clear the area.
After completing the area, you'll earn money

that can be used to purchase additional
character and monster abilities as you move

on to subsequent areas. Wonderland 3D has a
ton of secrets to be uncovered and

challenging battles. The graphics are
phenomenal as you explore each area,

especially the battle animations, which are a
treat to see. It's a 3D dragon RPG that can be

played by anyone who has access to the
Nintendo 3DS. It's pure Dragon Quest action -

if you're a fan of the series, then you'll find
plenty to like in Wonderland 3D. Wonderland
3D is a fabulous 3D dragon RPG adventure for
the Nintendo 3DS that takes place between

the fifth and sixth installments of the Dragon
Quest series. You'll get to explore seven gate-
like areas as our main character, Terry, and

encounter many interesting characters as we
clear the area. After the area is completed

you'll earn money that can be used to
purchase additional character and monster
abilities as you move on to the next area.
During the battle animation of most of the
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monsters that you'll battle, you'll be able to
take them for a ride, which is a thing of

beauty. The graphics are fantastic as you
explore each area, especially the battle

animations, and you can even do some tricks
like spinning wheels that will let you avoid
damage. It's a 3D dragon RPG that can be
played by anyone who has access to the

Nintendo 3DS. It's pure Dragon Quest action -
if you're a fan of the series, then you'll find

plenty to like in Wonderland 3D.
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Also Comentarios DVD Screenshots Dragon
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Terry no Wonderland 3D was the last game to
be released under the name of the original

Dragon Quest Monsters. It was ported to the
Nintendo DS by Big Ben and his company

White Fox. The game received an alternative
title as it was only released in Japan under this

name. The game was later released in
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Australia on January 5, 2013 on the eShop
under the title of Monster World 3D. It has

been labeled as Dragon Quest Monsters 3D.
Square Enix later released it in North America
and Europe as Dragon Quest Monsters: Terry

no Wonderland 3D the same day it was
released in Japan, but with a different cover

and box art. The game was released in Europe
under the title of Dragon Quest Monsters:

Terry no Wonderland 3D, but was renamed to
Dragon Quest Monsters 3D for North American

and other European releases. Information
about Dragon Quest Monsters Terry no

Wonderland 3D The Developer / Publisher :
Square Enix The Genre / Type : RPG Games

The Version : Japan CERO A (Free) The Players
: 1-8 The Supplier : The Catalog No : The

Release Date : The Website : Additional Info /
Mods : Known Bugs / Problems : Remarks :

Legal information : If you like this game you
can support us by making a donation!
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